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Medical diagnosis of cells and tissues is an important aim in biospectroscopy. The data
analytical task involved frequently is classification. Classification traditionally assumes both
reference and prediction to be hard, i.e. stating exactly one of the defined classes. Like fuzzy
cluster analysis, soft classification uses partial memberships rather than hard labels, thus
expressing uncertainty or mixed cell populations.
Many classification methods produce soft output, e.g. posterior probabilities. Some methods
also use partial training labels. Yet, for medical diagnostic applications it is even more
important to include soft samples into the model validation. Excluding ambiguous samples
means retaining only clear (i.e. easy) cases. Such a test set is not representative of the original
unfiltered population, and creates a risk of obtaining overly optimistic estimates of the model
performance. While mixed populations and uncertain reference are more common for tissue
classification, a second problem concerns cells as well: The classical calculation of
performance measures such as sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values often comprises a
lossy translation of e.g. posterior probabilities into hard class labels, a practice long criticized
in the statistical community (e.g. [1]) which also constitutes a major hindrance for the
optimization of classifiers.
We introduce a framework to calculate classifier performance measures for samples with soft
reference and prediction which also avoids the dichotomization loss. Briefly, if the partial
memberships are interpreted as uncertainty, best and worst case as well as expected
performance are obtained via the weak, strong and product conjunction [2]. For the mixture
interpretation, weighted versions of well-known regression performance measures like mean
absolute and root mean squared errors result. A ready-to-use implementation (R package) is
available at http://softclassval.r-forge.r-project.org.
As real world example, we classify 37 015 Raman (thereof 55% soft) spectra of 80 brain
tumor patients into “normal”, “low grade”', and “high grade” tissue morphologies in order to
delineate excision borders during surgical treatment of the tumors. Thus, borderline cases are
our actual target samples.
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